SentryWorld A/V Rental Rates
Day 1 equipment rental full price ‐ Additional days 50% per day excludes tech labor
VIDEO
Tripod 8’x8’ projection screen w/ Projector and AV cart (2 available)

$120.00 each

Large 9’x12’ projection screen w/ Projector and AV cart (2 available)

$185.00 each

Grand Hall Mounted Panasonic projector & screen

$55.00

Atrium Video Wall (with connection for computer)

$45.00

70” LCD Sharp monitor/TV/HDMI/VGA (2 available)

$90.00 each

Video Switcher (used when multiple video sources/laptops)

$145.00

DVD Player w/ Remote

$25.00

Confidence Monitor 32”

$40.00

STAGING/RISERS
Risers w/ skirting (8’x6’ sections 16” height)

$45.00 each

Riser stairs

N/C

AUDIO
Wireless Microphone hand held

$35.00 each

Wireless Microphone lavaliere

$35.00 each

Large Digital Audio mixer (multiple microphones and signals)

$125.00

Small Digital Audio mixer (up to 4 signals or microphones) iPad control only

$85.00

Portable Speakers on tripods (1 pair) (2 pair available)

$75.00 pair

Small mobile cart audio system w/ microphone & iPod connection cable

$45.00

Table top wireless microphone system (six table top wireless microphones)

$160.00

LIGHTING
Small portable spot lights two lights on 10’ stand (2 stands) 200watts ON/OFF

$65.00

Light Controller (Dimmer control for small spot lights) **

$25.00

Color Up‐Lights (15 Units) $25.00ea with 9 or more

$225.00

Large pot light Towers with dimmer (setup in pairs, priced as pair) 2000watts

$180.00

House spot lights (Grand Hall & Atrium)

N/C

MISC ACCESSORIES
Laptop w/ USB, VGA, HDMI, DVD Drive (internet access)

$40.00

Podium

$35.00

Wireless mouse/laser pointer (2 available)

N/C

Speaker phone (Polycom)

$35.00

House Music (Mello Pop, Smooth Jazz)

N/C

Public Wi‐Fi (Not used for streaming video)

N/C

Hard Wired internet connection (Used for streaming video)

$85.00

Pandora Radio (requires setup)

$20.00

House Microphone (1 in Grand Hall) (1 in Atrium) (1 in Field House) ***
TECH
Event Technician/operator (suggested 1 hour minimum) *

N/C

$45.00 hour

*50% discount does not apply to event Technician.
**Dimmer used to control lighting intensity set for presenter viewing comfort.
***If more than one microphone is needed, house microphone is not included in the rental.

